Cover picture: ·Manufacturers are trying every possible means of making
the utmost use of plastics. Here they come up with the novel idea of glueing
pieces of plastic squares together to make beautiful lamp shades. This heat
resistant plastic lamp shade became runner-up in the recent design competition
organised by the FHKI.
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EXPORT CREDII IISU閶ICE TAKES CARE Of THE PAYMENT RISK ONCE HE缸U.S IIS 800

L

You can't begin to export successfully when you're worried
about whether your new customer (or existing customers) will

pay promptly, or pay at all. The Hong Kong Export Credit
Insurance Corporation can insure you against loss of payments

for exports. It makes good the payments you would otherwise

ve lost, due to customer insolvency, default, customer's
Government blocking payment or cancelling import licences.

There are many chances you take when you export, but Hong
Kong Export Credit Insurance gives you much greater security
in your export venture. It means your working、capital won't

by taking care of
many of the worries of credit management, the insurance gives
you more time to concentrate on servicing the needs of your
get tied up in some far away country. And

customers.

僞

Post To:
Hong Kong Export Credit Insurance
Corp. 2307-2310 International Bldg.
Des Voeux Rd. Central, Hong Kong.
I am interested in export credit
insurance. Please send me, without
obligation, more information on
your scheme.
Name ...............................................
Company ....................................... ..
Address .......................................... .

credit insurance policy, fill in the coupon and post it to t:s. This
places you under no obHgation.
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If you would like to learn more of the advantages of an export
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HON&
KO儸i EXPORT CREDIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Protects Exporters Against Non-Payment of Foreign Accounts

The Bulletin

The Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce
Chamber Mission to

First, may we wish all Member
panies Kung Hei Fat Choy. If the
year of the Dog proves as successful as
the year of the Cock, few of us will
have reason for complaint.
In ,an attempt to hell? to create a
prosperous new year busmess-wise for
at least some M-ember firms, the Cham
ber is now actively planning a trade
mission to the UK for the coming
Members interested will
Autumn.
shortly be meeting to discuss plans in
greater detail.
The Chamber believes that to be
successful the mission must combine
both buyers and sellers, but with an
emphasis on selling. However, in
view of the large number of UK selling
missions that have visited Hong Kong
in r-ecent months — which by all ac
counts have met with considerable sue
cess — it might be asked why the
Chamber has not gone all out for•a
ling mission? Surely the UK has
uune well·enough in Hong Kong to
allow us to regain some ground?
The General Chamber, like virtually
all Chambers of Commerce, endorses
the principle of two-way trade. Unlike
some of the world's politicians, we do
not believe in sheltering an·economy
behind protective barriers.
Our practical reason for opting for a
two-way mission is a matter of pu�lic
relations. Hong Kong enjoys a·size-
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W-e were advised that a hard-sell
exercise by Hong Kong could arouse
the antagonism of the'sweat-shop
labour - undev叩ting - the - wages - of
British-workng-men' brigade. The role
of ithe press and television are perhaps
more powerful in the UK than in Hong
Kong, and, journalists being what they
are, it is easier for them to r,espond to
strong blustering criticism rtµan to a
more reasoned, quieter case 1 But if
Hong Kong can turn round and say一
look, we are here partly to :pay your
prices tor your goods and . thus put
money into the pockets of British
working men, the opposition has the
ground cut from under its feet.
And there is of course another
benefit — the people of Hong Kong
have just as much right to buy British
goods, if prioe and quality are right, as
British people have to buy Hong Kong
goods.

Chairman: Hon. Michael Herries, 0.B.E., M.C.; Vice Chairman: G. M. B. Salmon;
Secretary: J. B. Kite; Assistant Secretary: R. T. Griffiths; Business Promotion: S. L.
Chung, W. S. Chan, A. Chung, P. Choy, Miss C. Fung; Certification: A. C. C. Stewart,
F. M. Castro, H. Cheng, W. K. F. Wang, C. T. Wu; Public Relations: Harry Garlick,
Miss B. Chiu; Membership: C. Tsang; Office Supervisor: V. Wong.
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QANTAS, with AIR IND/A, AIR NEW ZEALAND nd BOAC

able surplus on its trade with the UK
and has done so for the past few years.
To·seek to increase this surplus still
further, without at the same time being
willing to give a little in return, would
be to piay directly into the hands of
our cnt1cs in the UK.
The dissemination of anti-Hong
Kong propaganda is the first and prin
cipal weapon of our critics. And if this
propagand�reaches significant pro
portions, 1t may even prompt the
authorities into restnctlve act10n.

The role of Chambers of
Commerce in gover nment
decision-making

w
R.em.i.:aigte>:ai
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The fallowing article was prepared
for the International Bureau of Cham
bers of Commerce, in order to clarify
'? ways in which Public Authorities
"',id Chambers can co-operate wit[i
greater bene出to the whole communz
ty. In writing his paper, the author,
A1. Dominique Bagge, of France, had
in mind of course the nations of the
free world with democratic govern
Consequently some of his
ments.
remarks do not apply directly to a
region with colonial status, such as
Hong Kong. The article is published
here to coincide with the visit of D 亡
Bharat Ram, President of the ICC.
It gives an excellent outline of some
of the functions of a Chamber of
Commerce.

Treat it
ROUGH.
It can take it.

By their very nature, Chambers of
Commerce and Industry are among the
principal intermediate bodies between
Rovernment, on the one hand, and instrialists and traders, on the other.
Their function is to advise the public
authorities on all economic matters by
voicing the views of trade and industry
as a whole in their districts.

Carriage rides on steel more rugged than railroad tracks! We slammed'that carriage
back and forth between the margin stops 24 hours a day ... for years of usage. And
it still can not tell the difference between a new or an old machine. We tested it
beyond the tolerance point of the steel. It will take the roughest you can give it!
This ruggedness alone invites you to take a whole new look at manual typing.
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Accordingly, it would seem to go
without saying that Chambers of Com
merce and Industry should be able to
play�part in any decision-making pro
cess mvolving economic problems.

Means of co-operation
Co-operation between the public
authorities and the Chambers of Com-

merce and Industry can take several
forms. These include: 一
Hearing granted by the Head of the
State or the Prime Minister or other
rv1embers of the Government to the
fficers of the National Association of
Chambers of Commerce or of a given
Chamber of Commerce. This sort of
interview is necessarily brief and its
scope general. It is valuable especial
ly when the business community wishes
to make known its views on certam
broad issues, or call attention to an
overall situation linked to business
trends.
Advice given to public authorities
on the initiative of the Chambers of
Commerce. '!:heir action can take the
form of a letter or recommendation to
a Minister, of a statement to the press
or a programme outlined in a speech.
Participation by Chamber of Com
merce representatives in committees,
councils, or commissions either with
decision-making powers or with con
sultative status. Their representation
can take a variety of forms: appoint
ment in his professional capacity of the
President of the National Association
.,
cf Chambers of Comni.erce, appoint
ment of a member of a Chamber of
Commerce,唧ointment by the Cham
bers of Commerce of a non-member,
proposal of names for唧roval by the
Minister who reserves the right to veto
or select, etc.
The type and role of the bodies in
which Chambers of Commerce and In
dustry are represented vary widely:
national bodies with an economic or
social function, permanent or ad hoc
commission enabling the administra-

。
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tion, and business representatives to
compare their views on all aspects of
�onomic life.
,t ) Apart from these official methods
of co-operation making use of pre
established structures, relations be
tween Chambers of Commerce and
administrations can, depending on出e
problems concerned, take much less
fficial but often highly effective forms
based on personal contact, the ex
change of ideas generally occurring
when a given policy is being defined
or a text is being drafted.

。

Areas for actio·n
Our way is experienced.
Our way is efficient.
Our way is dependable.
Our way is equipped to carry
container, reefer, liquid, bulk,
palletized or break bulk cargo.
Our way is between the U.S.,
Far East and around the world.
Going our way?

Once it is agreed that the Chambers
of Commerce and Industry play a con
sultative role vi這-vis the public
authorities, in the economic field taken
in its broadest sense, it is worth out
lining the principal areas in which the
action of 1Chambers of Commerce is
should be most effective.
(,. Financial policy. Since industrialists
and traders are the largest users of
credit facilities, it is only right that the
government should cooperate with
them in defining its credit policy. In a
broader sense, their contributions, both
direct and indirect, to tax revenue
should entitle them to express an
opinion on all aspects of the national
financial policy.
Productivity. It is an inherent part
of the role of Chambers of Commerce
to be associated with ithe work of the
bodies in charge of studying ,and im
proving productivity.
Economic surveys. Since business
firms are most closely affected by

(J

American President Lines

。

ffices & Agents in principal cities throughout the world.
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analyses and forecasts of economic
trends, it appears desirable that Cham
bers of Commerce and Industry work
closely with the competent authorities
so as to promote a more practical ex
ploitation of the statistics which the
Chambers are able to provide, thanks
to the privileged position which
enables them to collect information
from those involved.
Foreign trade. Chambers of Com
merce acting together are especially
well equipped to take initiatives on
matters which might be embarrassing
for the public authorities. In this con
nection the Chambers'role in dis
seminating information is of great im
portance. Often they run international
fairs, which stimulate world trade.
They ensure the operation of such in
ternational systems as the ECS and
ATA carnet regime. Finally, thanks
to their numerous international con
tacts, Chambers of Commerce foster
the creation between industrialists and
traders of a genuine community of
interests and ideas, which in turn in
fluences their action vis-a-vis their re
spective governments. •"
But, aside from such general action,
the Chambers of ,Commerce play a
direct part in certain government de
cisions relating to foreign trade; in
certain countries, for instance, they
have to state their position on the
allocation of import quotas or on the
allotment of credit guarantees for ex
port operations. Although their role
in such matters is only a consultative
one, it is no less weighty in point of
fact, because of its influence on the at
titude of the authorities.
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(A)
(B)
(C)

(D)
(E)
(F)

(G)

Dr. Bharat Ram, newly elected president of the International Chamber
of Commerce, who recently v為ited Hong Kong.
Members of the Italian Trade Mission, led by the Hon. Lorenzo Isgro,
called on the Chamber for business discussions. Mr. J. J. G. Brown,
who chaired the meeting for the Chamber, is seen here showing the
Chamber's Annual Report to Mr. Isgro.
Mr. James Law (4th from left), leader of the National Children's
Wear Mission and Mr. R. A. J. Goode (2nd from left), of the British
Menswear Guild Mission, accompanied by Mr. J. K. Blackwell (left),
British Trade Commissioner, called on the Chamber during their recent
visit to H.K.
Mr. Clement Tsang, 28, recently promoted to Assistant·Secretary by
the Chamber. Mr. Tsang takes over responsibility for the Membership
Department.
Mr. Bill Manson, Resident Representative of the T. D. C. in Australia,
who recently visited. H.K., gave a talk on "Trade with Australia" to
members of the Chamber at City Hall.
Pre-Employment Workshop:Mr. J. B. Kite, Secretary, talks to students of the Chinese Unive'."sity
at the Pre-Employment Workshop organised by the University
appointments Service. Mr. Kite acted as Chairman of the Panel on
Commerce and Industry.
A presentation of cheques to officers injured during the 1967 distur
bances from the Chamber's Special Relief Fund took place on January
28, 1970. The Hon. Michael Herries, Chairman, officiated.
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Jardines serves you world-wide.

Legal studies�·It is·of prime im
portance that the Chambers of Com
merce and Industry be not only con
叫 ted on, but also, in as far as pose, associated with all reforms con
cerning trade legislation or regulations
(company law, bankruptcy, patents,
commercial courts, etc.). It would -even
be highly advisaple that they are en
abled, as often as possible, to submit
proposals in thi�area.
ocml questJoits. As employers of
labour, the members of Chambers of
Commerce and Industry are those
most directly interested in the drafting
and application of national laws on
social matters, and in the management
of bodies in charge of financing and
operating systems of family allowances,
social security, health insurance, etc.
Similarly, their participation in the
work of bodies concerned with labour
relations proves very useful.
. �egional and town planning. When
1t 1s planned to create shopping cens or industrial zones, the Chambers
{[J
Commerce are well qualified to give
advice based not on special or local
considerations, but rather on the
general interests which it is their re
sponsibility to represent within their
respective district.
Transport regulations. The Cham
bers of Commerce andIndustry should
be associated with the -elaboration of
all draft regulations relating to trans
port, whether by road, rail, inland
waterways, sea or air. They should
be represented on all councils, boards,
committe-es, consortiums, associations
or companies in charge of studying
transport problems, whose solution is

Regular, conveniently-timed sailings to points all around the world.
Backed by over 125 years'experience, Jardines offers you the
complete shipping service, representing lines with services operat
ing throughout the Far East, to Australia, Europe, South Africa
and the west coasts of America and Canada. Every aspect of
shipping, from management to agency work and chartering, is
covered by Jardines.
」ardines has_ offices throughout the Far East and Australia, as
well as a world- wide network of correspondents.
Ship with Jardines. You'll be on the right lines!

曰JARDINES 昰荳芷笠芸鞏溫g.
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so directly connected with the eco
nomic activity of the country.
Postal and telecommunication services. The sysitems of transm1ss1on of
the written and the spoken word are
so vital to economic life that both their
present conditions of operation and
changes to be made thereto should be
discussed with those who are most
often the largest users of these
facilities.
Education. Whevher in professional
training, technical or business instruc
tion as such, on an advanced or on a
lower level, or in refresher and re
adaptation courses, most Chambers of
Commerce have acquired experience
which makes it'indispensable to con
sult them where teaching is concerned.
Consequently, contacts with the na
tional education authorities are indis
pensable, both for the exchange of ex
perience and the coordination of
efforts.
The International Bureau submits
the following recommendations to
Chambers of Commerce:
In order to play the role to which
they are entitled, Chambers of Com
merce should ensure that they are
ever more fully representative of trade
and industry as a whole and that
their capacity for adjustment continu
ally allows them to focus on the topical
and foreseeable aspects of the evolu
tion of the economy.
Consequently, the Bureau urges the
Chambers of Commerce to be ever
more ,conscious of their·role as part
ners in economic decisions and ac
tivities on the multinational scale.
13
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Key Man Insurance
Partnership Insurance
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The following article, published in
The Times for January 26th was sub
mitted by Joe Roeber, Times staff wri
at present undergoing a manage
ment course at the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology.

,

Group Insurance

Any PH. D. STUDENT setting
himself to write a thesis on "manager
a 5 hero" would hav,e a thin time of it.
Managers are villains or at best lay
figures in literature.
Managers have a definitely inferior
position in literature. It is worth
speculating why this is so. A resentful
society ,getting its own back on the
boss,es? The instinctive dislike by
artists of bureaucrats? My own guess
is that, just as soap - being ineluctab
ly a work-associated product is nearly
impossible to advertise convincingly in
terms that make it attractiv,e, it is hard
to present a manager in attractive terms
just because of what he does: bossing
eople around. That is what most
ple think he is there for.
atural Style
_ an earlier•article that
I suggested m
the "natural" style of management in
a hierarchical organization is authori
tarian. If the organization is regarded
(which, for som-e purposes, it can be)
as a machine for processing informa
tion, this can be seen as a device for
reducing the amount of information to
be processed: the flow between man
ager·and subordinate is one-way一
downward. But the manager's free
dom to adopt the "natural" style is
severely constrained - by the task,
the type of organization and the labour
market.

Group Retirement Schemes

－

Represented in Hong Kong
since 1898
THE

鼱ANUFACTURERS
噬臨盟 LIFE 孟
DA

抓拿大宏利人霉倨險公司

Assets exceed
Canadian
$1,800,000,000

Head Office
Toronto
Canada

Hong Kong Branch Office
1702, Union House
Hong Kong

306
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Amitai Etzioni has typified organiza
tions according to the kind of authority
exercised as ooercive, utilitarian, nor
ma,tive and mixed. Coercive organiza
tions are self-explanatory; concentra
tion camps, mental hospiitals and the
rougher trade unions are examples.
Utilitarian organizations are based on
rational-legal authority and achieve
their internal ends through the use of
economic rewards: business is the
obvious example. In normative or
ganizations, the ends are achieved
thro�gh _the use of membership, staitus
and mtrmsic value (of the task) as re
wards: political parties, hospitals and
professional organizations.
J

Coercio,n

If the natural system of hierarchical
organizations is authoritative, one
might expect industrial organizations to
tend towards the coercive pattern
when conditions make it possible. And
indeed, in the Britain of the Indusitrial
Revolution and the America of the
Robber
． ． Barons era the industrial orgamzat10ns were coercive.
The evolution continues. It may
be less and foss possible to buy com
pliance from the work和rce solely with
economic rewards, in the face of low
unemployment and a rising genernl
level of skills. Btzioni typifies the
types of involvement associated with
the different styles of power and au
thority as alienative (coercive), cal
culative
( utilitarian ) and moral
（ normative).
Douglas McGregor, following Burns
in perhaps the best-known typology of
Contd. on1 P. 17

.
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Not everyone
would go for our fabulous food
Everyone loves babies, and we're no exception We take
great care of them before, during and after t11e flight
But we don't expect them to appreciale the fact that
Air Indra offers exciting food for the grownups
Whal !hey wan! 1s a nice mushy beef dinner followed by
strained prunes and a hefly drink of milk

management s tyle, attacks the problem
from quite a different angle. He start
ed from the hypothesis that a man.qer's style is the product of his ashptions about people. Rather than
p;-ovide labels for the main tyI?es,
which would be implicitly evaluative,
extremes
the
called
McGregor
"Theory X" and "Theory Y".

Baby food And baby food is what Air-India has for babies
With a comfy cot to sleep it off in afterwards
They can a!so have a fan to play with and a rnagazmc or
two to rip to pieces
Who are we to argue 7
111 twenty years time they could be our best customers

《

Basically lazy

,----"
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The Theory X assumptions are
grouped_ round a model of rational
econormc man. Crudely, they say
that man is motivated by the economic
incentives which provide the organiza
tion with the means to manipulate its
employees; man is basically lazy, irra
tional and incapable of self-discipline;
his natural goals are in opposition to
those of the organization which must
be de,signed to neutralize and control
McGregor said that
his fe.elings.
Theory X assumes that men are <livid
ed into two groups; those described
ove and a small group of disciplined,
f-motivated men thus·equipped to
manage the rest.
The management strategy•that fol
lows from this set of assumptions has
been summarized in the four functions:
plan, organize, motivate and control.
As Ed Schein says in his excellent
booklet, Organizational Psychology,
the burden for organizational perfor
mance thus falls entirely on the man
agement; employees 1are expected to
do no more than the incentive and
controls systems encourage and allow.
The Theory X manager will interpret
his role as superior as just that; he does
not welcome suggestions nor does he

. ,.,,. .

t
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believe in telling his subordinates more
than he has to: when confronted by
conflict he will ,either steamroller it
down or capitulate to appease his op
position; when something goes wrong
his main concern is to identify the
culprit and punish him. Described in
these terms, he is a cardboard villain,
admittedly, but a recognizable type
nonetheless.

Complex view
The assumptions clus,tered around
Theory Y take a more complex view
of man. They say that he is, given
the chance, capable of being mature
on the job and seeks to be so - which
requires the ex-ercise of independence.
H·e s-eeks satisfaction in his work, is
primarily self-motivated and will
voluntarily align his goals with those
of the organization. A gre•at deal of
research into organiza,tions, manage
ment and motivation supports the "Y"
group of assumptions.
Schein sees a hierarchy of complex
ity in Y-t�p�assumptions: social man,
self-actuahzmg man and complex man.
The main y;alue of the "complex"
model is that Schein does not sug
gest that there is any one style of
management which一for moral or
commercial reasons - is best. Rather,
"the successful manager must be a
good diagnostician and must value a
spirit of inquiry", adapting his style
to the circumstances.
Resoundingly obvious, one might
say—yet valuable, since the main
temptation of ,theorizing in this area is
that of erecting a vast monolithic sys
tem on a tiny insight.
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